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THE FATE OF THE PET PIG
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Lynk and the 'Working Miners’ would be taken care of. Notts 
future, they could be sure of that! The Tory Nation would not 
Roy Lynk was the extra-special leader of this 'Special breed of men*.

this woman who has

The woman promptly cuts his throat.

For her, the fat pig, who had thought himself a member of the family was just 
so much potential bacon.

nothing to fear from 
past.

The fate of Roy Lynk, President of the U.D.M. is reminiscent of a scene from
Thomas Hardy's novel, 'Jude the Obscure’.

The pig relaxes, as he knows he has 
treated him with such kindness in the

Well Lynk has now found out his place in the human scheme of things 
pampered, tit-bit fed, pet workers leader having served his purpose 
more special treatment than Thomas Hardy’s pet pig.

Albeit that Lynk, who saw a major battle looming on the horizon, 
things, firstly he found the deepest hole he could, buried himself and hid in 
it, and secondly, seeing the writing on the wall for his Organisation, decided 
to go while the going was good. It was his members who would have to stay 
and face the butchers knife.

Lynk was an important man with an important role in Mrs. Thatcher's 1984/85 
war against the
their 'violence'.
the mining villages. Lynk and Co. helped organise the 'working m 
break the strike, they were petted and feted by the press, some of them 
doubt, were given special tit-bits now and again.
striking miners,
national family, at the head of whose table sat the Tories.
were the heroes of the British national family as defined by the
in fact, the typical heroes of Mrs. Thatchers brave new Britain.

The scene concerns the butchering of a pet pig, told with great sympathy, the 
author empathising with the pig. Reared close to the family, as was co
in nineteenth century England, the pig was well treated, mothered like a pet 
and fed on tit-bits - all the better to fatten it up so that at the right 
moment it could be turned into as much pork and bacon as possible. The pig 
is happy and contented, not knowing it’s place in the human scheme of things, 
until, one day, the indignant, bewildered animal finds himself seized and 
hauled up by his hind legs, squealing and kicking.

A*> • 
Then, with relief, - Hardy presents it from the point of the poor betrayed pig 
- he sees the woman who has petted him and favored hi
approaching, a long shiny thing in her

iners. The press, radio and TV renounced the miners for 
The militarised Police broke miners skulls and terrorised 

Lynk and Co. helped organise the 'working miners' to 
no

Mrs. Thatcher called the 
The enemy within', but Lynk and his friends were part of the 

Lynk and Co. 
Tory press,
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